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Abstract� The sparse LU factorization algorithm by Davis and Du� ��� is the �rst multifrontal
method that relaxes the assumption of a symmetric pattern matrix� While the algorithm o�ers
signi�cant performance advantages for unsymmetric pattern matrices� the underlying computational
structure changes from a tree 	or forest
 to a directed acyclic graph� This paper discusses some
key issues in the parallel implementation of the unsymmetric�patternmultifrontal method when the
pivot sequence is known prior to factorization� The algorithm was implemented on the nCUBE �
distributed memory multiprocessor and achieved performance is reported�
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�� Introduction� The multifrontal approach to sparse matrix factorization de�
composes a sparse matrix into a collection of smaller dense submatrices �frontal ma�
trices� that can partially overlap one another� This overlapping causes data depen�
dencies between the frontal matrices� A computational graph structure is built for
the factorization by representing the frontal matrices as nodes and data dependencies
between frontal matrices as edges� Parallelism is available within this computational
structure both between independent frontal matrices and within the partial factor�
ization of individual frontal matrices� One or more steps of Gaussian �or Cholesky�
factorization of the sparse matrix is done within each frontal matrix� An important
advantage of the multifrontal method is the avoidance of indirect addressing within
the factorization of the dense frontal matrices�

If the sparse matrix has �or assumes� a symmetric pattern then the resulting
computational structure is a tree �or forest�� The independence of subtrees allows
for e�cient scheduling� Prior to the work of Davis and Du� �	
� all multifrontal
algorithms have assumed a symmetric pattern and several parallel distributed memory
implementations have resulted ��� �	� ��
�

When the sparse matrix has a signi�cantly unsymmetric pattern� a more general
multifrontal method can be employed which takes advantage of the unsymmetric
pattern to reduce required computations and expose greater inter�node parallelism�
This unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal approach was developed by Davis and Du� �	

and has proven to be very competitive with signi�cant potential parallelism ���
� The
unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal approach does however result in a computational
structure that is a directed acyclic graph �DAG� instead of a tree �or forest�� Figure �
illustrates the LU factorization of a ��by�� matrix� The example matrix is factorized
with four frontal matrices� The notation aij refers to a fully summed entry in a
pivot row or column of the active submatrix� cij refers to an update from previous
pivots that is not yet added into aij� An update term cij is computed via a Schur
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complement within a frontal matrix� In Figure �� the updates c�� and c�� are passed
to the third frontal matrix� All other updates from the �rst frontal matrix are passed
to the second frontal matrix�
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Fig� �� Multifrontal factorization of a ��by�� sparse matrix

Scheduling and task�to�processor mapping of this generalized DAG structure is
a more challenging problem than in the symmetric�pattern multifrontal method� es�
pecially for a distributed memory computer� This paper addresses these issues for
the parallel implementation of the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method on the
nCUBE � distributed memory multiprocessor� and reports the achieved performance�
In this paper� allocation refers to the number of processors that factorize a partic�
ular frontal matrix� Scheduling is an ordering imposed on the execution� Subcube

assignment is the designation of a particular set of processors for each frontal matrix�
Data assignment is the distribution of the submatrix�s entries across the participating
processors�

�� Mechanisms� Parallelism is limited to the numerical factorization� De�ni�
tion of the computational DAG structure and the scheduling� allocation� and assign�
ment are done sequentially in a preprocessing step� The computational DAG structure
is determined from UMFPACK� Davis and Du��s unsymmetric pattern multifrontal
method ��
� This structure is called the assembly DAG� which is then used in schedul�
ing� allocation� and assignment�

Once the assembly DAG is de�ned� we determine the number of processors to
allocate to each frontal matrix� Experiments have shown that use of both inter� and
intra�frontal matrix parallelism is necessary for peak performance ���� �� �
� As inter�
frontal matrix parallelism �between independent frontal matrices� is most e�cient�
it is preferred when available� Intra�frontal matrix parallelism �multiple processors
cooperating on a speci�c frontal matrix� is most useful for larger frontal matrices� The
performance characteristics of intra�frontal parallelism can be accurately modeled via
an analytical formula ���
 which signi�cantly aids both the allocation and scheduling
processes�

Allocation of processor sets to speci�c frontal matrix tasks is done via blocks of
tasks� Speci�cally� Qeligible is de�ned as the next block of tasks and contains the
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next group of ready �available to execute as predecessors have all completed� tasks�
The size of this set is limited to the number of processors in the system� Each task
in Qeligible has its sequential processing time predicted by analytical formulas� This
predicted time is divided by the sum of the predicted times for all tasks in Qeligible and
then multiplied by the number of available processors� This gives the frontal matrix
task�s portion of the available processors which is rounded down to the next power of
two �that is� the next full subcube�� Once this is done for all tasks in Qeligible� their
outgoing dependencies are considered satis�ed and new tasks added to the queue of
ready tasks as necessary� The process continues until all frontal matrices have received
allocations� The initial set of ready tasks is then reconstructed for scheduling�

We schedule the frontal matrix tasks using a critical path priority scheme� For
each frontal matrix� its critical path priority is de�ned as the weight of the heavi�
est weighted path from the frontal matrix to any exit node in the assembly DAG�
Weights are assigned to frontal matrix tasks based on their sequential execution time
estimates� As each frontal matrix tasks is scheduled� it is assigned a speci�c subcube
of processors� Subcube assignment is done so as to allow the largest possible number
of inter�frontal matrix messages to be eliminated by placing that data on the same
processor from which it is sent� We refer to this as overlapping�

Management of the subcubes is done using a binary buddy management system
���
 where subcubes are split by a �xed ordering of the hypercube�s dimensions� Alter�
native binary buddy management systems are available that can split across several
alternative dimensions but they were not used here ��� �
� However� the binary buddy
subcube manager is augmented to improve the chances of overlapping data assign�
ments� Speci�cally� when no subcubes of the requested size are available� all available
subcubes of the next larger available size are fragmented� The subcube with the best
overlap potential is selected and the unselected subcubes are coalesced�

Scheduling of available tasks continues until there is no subcube for the next task
or all ready tasks have been scheduled� A simulated run time is maintained using the
task execution times predicted by the analytical models� These models predict task
execution time based on any processor set allocation� When the simulated run time
indicates a task has completed� its subcube is returned to the binary buddy manager
and any outgoing dependencies considered satis�ed with new tasks becoming ready
as appropriate�

As each task is scheduled and assigned a subcube� its frontal matrix data is
assigned to the subcube processors� All data assignments are column�oriented and
a number of options are implemented� Overlapping tries to assign columns of data
passed between frontal matrices to the same processor as they were assigned in the
source frontal matrix� This eliminates message passing� When overlapping is not
possible� clustering per children is attempted� The columns of data to be sent to
the current frontal matrix from a predecessor �child� that are assigned to a single
processor in the child are also assigned to a single processor in the current frontal
matrix� While the source and destination processor are di�erent� all the data may
be passed in a single message and the additional costly message setups foregone�
Clustering per parents looks forward from the current frontal matrix to immediate
successors� If a number of columns are to be sent to a particular successor� they can
be assigned to a single processor in the current frontal matrix to improve the chances
for subsequent overlapping and cluster per children�

We examined all possible combinations of overlapping� clustering per children�
and cluster per parents� Each assignment strategy attempts to minimize message
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passing overhead� However� the strategies are subject to the constraint that no single
processor can be assigned more than its proportional share of the frontal matrix�s
data� We also examined block and scattered �column�wrap� assignments�

Once scheduling� allocation� and assignment are completed� the resulting sched�
ules and assignments are passed to the processors and the parallel numerical factor�
ization starts� For each frontal matrix� the assigned processors allocate their portion
of the frontal matrix�s storage� assemble �add� in the original values and contributions
from previous frontal matrices� and then partially factorize the frontal matrix� The
partial factorization process is done with a column�oriented� pipeline fan�out routine
similar to that found in ��
 but generalized to allow any type of column assignment
scheme� Entries in the Schur complement of each frontal matrix are forwarded to
subsequent frontal matrices� Message typing conventions allow these forwarded con�
tributions to be selectively read by the receiving frontal matrices� The portions of the
frontal matrix that fall within the L and U factors are retained in separate storage
for use by subsequent triangular solves�

�� Results� The parallel numerical factorization was evaluated using the ma�
trices described in Table �� The table reports the matrix name� order� number of
nonzeros� speedup on � and �	 processors� and memory scalability on � and �	 pro�
cessors All these matrices are highly unsymmetric in pattern� The GEMAT�� is
an electrical power problem ��
� the others are chemical engineering matrices ���
�
Speedup was determined by dividing the method�s single processor execution time by
its parallel execution time� The memory scalability is de�ned as M��pMp� where Mp

is the largest amount of memory required on any single processor when p processors
are used to solve the problem� These results compare favorably with similar results
using symmetric pattern multifrontal methods on matrices of like order ��� �	� ��
�
The memory requirements scale extremely well with additional processors indicating
that increasingly larger problems can be solved by using additional processors�

Table �

Speedup and memory scalability

Speedup Scalability
Matrix n nonzeros � � � �
RDIST� ���� ����� ��� ���� ��� ����
EXTR� ���� ����� ��� ���� ���� ����
GEMAT�� ���� ����� ��� ��� ���� ����
RDIST� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��� ����
RDIST�A ���� ��� ��� ���� ��� ����

The competitiveness of the new parallel algorithm was evaluated by comparing
its single processor execution time to that of the MA��B algorithm ��
 running on a
single nCUBE � processor� Due to memory limitations� these results could only be
obtained for two of the matrices� These results are shown in Table � with the parallel
unsymmetric pattern multifrontal code called PRF �run times are in seconds�� The
speedup of PRF in this table is the MA��B run time divided by the PRF �p � �	�
run time�

The communication reducing data assignment features of overlapping� cluster�
ing per children� and clustering per parents were e�ective in reducing the amount
of required communications with reductions by as much as ��� for a �	�processor
con�guration� However� the resulting irregular distribution of columns had adverse
e�ects on the performance of the partial dense factorization routine� This routine
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Table �

Competitiveness Results

Run times
Matrix MA��B PRF 	p � �
 PRF 	p � �
 Speedup

EXTR� ��� ��� ���� ��
GEMAT�� ���� ���� ���� ����

typically accounted for �� to ��� of execution time while communication between
frontal matrices accounted for only �� to �� of execution time� Thus� the best
performance on the nCUBE � was obtained using a strictly scattered assignment for
small hypercubes �of dimension � or less� and a blocked assignment for the larger
hypercubes� The mechanisms we use to reduce communication would be more im�
portant on a parallel computer with slower communications �relative to computation
speed��

�� Conclusion� We have found that the unsymmetric pattern multifrontalmethod
of Davis and Du� has signi�cant parallel potential that can be e�ectively exploited
even within a distributed memory environment� The results obtained here are compa�
rable to similar results for distributed memory implementations of symmetric pattern
multifrontal methods�
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